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Introduction: Meet Olivia, Your
Digital-First Customer
This is Olivia, a digital-first customer. She uses her mobile phone, tablet,
and laptop to research, shop, purchase, review, and consume products
and services. After a long day working at her catering business, she
picks up her tablet to start planning for her upcoming vacation. She
needs some new climbing gear and finds just what she needs on the
ZYX Mountaineering website. Bingo!
Unfortunately, when she attempts to place an order for the new
equipment, something goes wrong on the ZYX website. The shopping
cart page runs very slowly when she tries to buy her new backpack,
and Olivia can’t figure out why she can’t complete the transaction.
Frustrated by how the long the process is taking, she gives up on ZYX and
orders the gear from a competitor instead. She wonders whether
she will do business with ZYX again.
Now, imagine that you work for ZYX Mountaineering. Let’s take a look
at what’s happening behind the scenes while Olivia is enduring that
poor digital customer experience.
First, your company may not even be aware that anyone is having
problems and Olivia’s frustrations could go completely unnoticed. By
the time someone has contacted customer service or posted an
unhappy message on social media about the issue, who knows how
many customers like Olivia have left your website in frustration?
That’s because the development and operations teams may not know,
for example, that one crucial microservice of the dozens of services that
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power your website is bottlenecking the purchase process, due to a bad
database call that’s taking five times as long as it should. The product
team doesn’t have visibility into these issues for the new features that
they’re rolling out, or whether customers are even using those features.
Worse, ZYX executives have no idea that they’re even losing Olivia and
other customers to the competition, much less why it’s happening.
Clearly there’s a problem. Everyone is flying blind when it comes to
understanding exactly what kind of experiences their customers are
having. As an avid climber with a high discretionary income, Olivia’s
potential customer lifetime value is significant, and ZYX may have just
lost that business forever.

At many digital businesses, critical
stakeholders—including executives,
product managers, operations, and
developers—may have no idea that
customer experience issues are
driving their customers to the competition, much less why it’s happening.

Of course, it’s not just about Olivia, it’s about all the other Olivias out
there and making sure your company comes through in the digital
moment of truth.
Your digital channels are transforming the way you’re engaging with
your customers, creating new brand relationships, services and even
businesses. It’s no longer enough to keep the lights running for websites and mobile apps—they need be instant, robust, and reliable.
Digital-native consumers like Olivia expect nothing less. To keep them
satisfied, companies must set the bar higher on their digital experiences,
in order to remain competitive in this new battleground.
This ebook is designed to help you do just that. We’ll introduce you
to the team sport of creating great digital customer experiences, talk
about the data that teams throughout the organization need to access,
lay out a pragmatic methodology for understanding and optimizing the
digital customer experiences you create, and identify digital intelligence
tools that can help you achieve your digital customer experience goals.
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How Much Do You Know About Your
Digital Customer Experience?
Digital experiences are increasingly how companies engage with their

5. Can you report back to the business about customer engage-

customers. And we’re not talking just about digital-native brands, but

ment with your website or mobile app—and the impact of that

all kinds of companies, from banks to retailers, donut shops to auto-

engagement on business outcomes?

motive manufacturers. Even traditional business-to-business industries
such as suppliers of construction materials are transforming the buyer’s

It has been difficult to know everything about your customers’ digital

journey into a digital path.

experiences with your brand. Why? You and the broader team—everyone

They have no choice. Legions of digital-first customers like Olivia give
their loyalty—and their money—to the companies that offer the best,
most reliable, most convenient digital experiences. You and your team

from marketing to product managers to developers and operations—
often do not have the data needed to fully understand and optimize the
digital customer experience you’re working so hard to provide.

can’t afford to let these customers down, even at the busiest times.

Focused on digital transformation

Let’s put you on the spot. Can you answer these five critical questions
about how well your company’s software is working and what kind of
customer experience it provides?

In a study conducted for Accenture Interactive, Forrester

1. Do you know if the check-out transactions in your website or

Consulting found that improving the customer experience

mobile app are working, 24/7/365?

topped the list of respondents’ business priorities. Of those

2. Are there slowdowns in your website or crashes in your mobile app

surveyed, 63% plan to enhance the online experience and

causing frustrated users to leave during peak traffic situations?

46% are looking to add or improve mobile offerings.1

3. Are your customers using the new feature that you just
launched—and is it working properly?
4. How often do your top customers interact with your website
or mobile app—and are you keeping them happy?

1
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Delivering a Great Digital Customer
Experience Is a Team Sport
To deliver a first-class digital customer experience—one that meets the

Where do best-of-breed digital customer experience companies get this

needs and expectations of today’s consumers, partners, and business

rich supply of real-time and historical data? From the New Relic Digital

customers at all times—it takes more than brilliant software developers.

Intelligence Platform, of course.

It requires attention and expertise from multiple disciplines across the
entire company—marketing, sales, application owners, product managers,
developers, operations, designers, customer care, and executives.

The language of business metrics

It’s this cross-functional team that determines the strategy, defines
features and goals, creates the experience, brings it to market, and
keeps it humming along to delight customers like Olivia. This is where

According to Cameron Haight, research vice president, IT

the proverbial buck stops when it comes to your brand’s digital customer

Operations, at Gartner, “Applications are the technology engine

experience. When your websites and your apps are your business, it’s

of an increasingly digital business world. When the engine

not surprising that it takes the input of the entire business to make it

(application) starts to behave abnormally, the consequences

successful.

for the digital business can be enormous ... The key then going
forward is to not just measure applications in terms of their

In organizations that deliver a superior digital customer experience, the

isolated performance, but to understand their impact on the

engine driving this team is data. Data about errors. Data about perfor-

performance of the business in the language of business metrics.”2

mance. Data about outages. Data about users. Data about engagement.
Data about revenue. Data about your digital business.
Data is also the common language the team uses to communicate,
collaborate, and create the kind of customer experiences that result in
successful business outcomes. The right data gives the team visibility
and insight to guide their decisions and ultimately prove the impact of
their efforts on the company’s goals.

2
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It’s 8 p.m.—Do You Know What Your
Customers Are Doing?

Giving millions of readers what they want

Fortunately for ZYX Mountaineering, Olivia is willing to give your brand
one more chance. Your new mobile app has created excitement about

Fairfax Media Limited is an innovative and digitally progressive

special offers available for frequent customers. This has piqued Olivia’s

media company in Australia and New Zealand that reaches

interest and she decides to download your app.

more than 13 million Australians across digital and print; more
than 2.2 million Australian radio listeners; and some 3.5 million

It’s 8 p.m. and she fires up the mobile app. What happens next is import-

New Zealanders.

ant, but the mobile app is only the beginning. Olivia expects a seamless
digital experience across any device she might use at any time. What kind

The firm uses the New Relic Digital Intelligence Platform to

of omnichannel experience are you providing?

understand not only how its 300 websites are performing, but
what the customer experience is like. “New Relic shows us

When Olivia goes to your website to check on the order she placed

who is using the site, what they are doing, which users are the

using the mobile app, will she have a problem because of the browser

highest volume users, and more,” says Cheesun Choong, head

she’s using on her tablet? Will she experience a delay caused by latency

of product platforms at Fairfax Media. “It allows developers to

based on her location far from the cloud service provider where your web

really connect to customers.” And connecting with users is part

app resides? Will a high-traffic promotion lead to performance delays?

of what helps Fairfax reach and engage millions of people as it

Just as important, will you be able to see the performance and the

transforms its business for the future.

experience she’s getting from end to end—that is, all the way from your

Read more about Fairfax Media’s view of the customer experience

mobile app to the backend and third-party services?
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Customer Experience Beyond Dev and Ops
It’s not only the software team that needs to understand Olivia’s digital customer experience. Other parts of the organization need this insight as well.
Success requires making sure that everyone who needs the data can get it—in the format they need, whenever they need it—and is empowered to use that
data to improve the organization’s digital customer experience.
For example, take a look at some critical questions for various parts of the organization:

Did that last code release break anything
or cause any problems with our systems?

Are there errors breaking my app?
Are there bottlenecks slowing it down?

10

Which features are getting
used, and which are not?

How can I resolve service tickets
faster with better customer data?

How much revenue did we clear
last week from our mobile app?

How do conversion rates vary
from customers around the world?

Software Developers

DevOps & Operations

Customer Service

Product Management

Sales/Marketing

Accelerate troubleshooting
and optimize application
performance to improve
the customer experience.

Ensure application
availability and stability
for customers to make
sure that the app is open
for business.

Deliver faster support
resolution, or even reach
out in advance to help
customers when there’s
a problem.

Identify usage trends to
inform development
decisions, while reducing
the risk of new changes
negatively affecting
customer experience.

Make better decisions
about where to invest
marketing budget and
plan more effective
campaign programs.
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A Four-Step Methodology for
Improving Customer Experience
Creating and nurturing a great digital customer experience is not as

focus on customer experience you also need to track related user and

easy as simply deploying the right digital intelligence solution. You also

business-oriented metrics across all your various platforms and touch-

have to create processes to support widespread data sharing.

points. These metrics tell you such things as:

The four-step methodology presented here includes lessons learned

• Is your store open and serving the expected number

from New Relic customers and best practices proven in real-world

of users?

implementations. It’s designed to help empower the entire digital

• Are users abandoning transactions mid-stream?

customer experience team to deliver the best possible experience

• Are your customers able to check out smoothly and

across all channels, from mobile apps to websites and even new plat-

without glitches?

forms like set-top boxes:

• Which features are getting the most engagement?

Step 1: Collect the data

• Are conversion rates holding steady, rising, or falling?

Step 2: Identify and fix problems: troubleshooting and more

• Are users in some geographic regions using your

Step 3: Optimize and iterate

services differently than in others?

Step 4: Share the data and analysis
These and similar metrics help establish the current state of your

Step 1: Collect the data

digital business, customer experience, and application performance.

The first step is all about collecting customer experience data with a

To make sure your data-collection efforts deliver their full potential,

modern digital intelligence solution, preferably one that makes it easy
and fast to get started. (Software-as-a-Service, or SaaS, solutions can

12

you’ll want a digital intelligence solution that delivers end-to-end visibility
across the full stack, easy-to-use dashboards, and real-time as well as

help speed deployments, beginning to provide data almost immediately.)

historical data. Your solution should also enable you to create a monitor-

Most organizations begin tracking their apps and websites using Appli-

when specified customer experience thresholds are reached. It’s critical

cation Performance Management (APM) metrics: Is your site broken?

to know when customers like Olivia are experiencing issues without

How long does it take pages to load? These metrics are critical, but to

having to wait until droves of unhappy users start abandoning your site.
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Step 2: Identify and fix problems:
troubleshooting and more

• Lack of user engagement with relevant content

In Step 1, you began collecting a common set of customer experience

• Broken check-out processes that add friction to completing purchases

• Performance and availability of third-party services and APIs,
for functions such as payment processing

and application performance data. Next, it’s time to start using that

• Disparities in experiences across different geographical regions

data to improve the digital customer experience.

• Differences between usage patterns of VIP and lower-value customers
Tracking application performance, usage, and customer experience lets

• Seasonal changes in traffic and conversions

you see what’s happening with your software and its impact on users

• Features and products that aren’t working as planned or attracting

and your business. Typically, you’ll also start identifying issues you need

as many users as expected.

to fix. A particular page may be loading too slowly. A certain step in
the transaction process might be throwing errors. A mobile issue could
be impacting conversions. To help you troubleshoot more efficiently,
your digital intelligence solution should provide code-level visibility for

Critically, that focus should extend across all your digital channels, from
desktop websites to mobile websites and native mobile apps all the

faster, easier identification of the root cause of the problem.

way to set-top boxes.

In this step, it’s important to expand the standard troubleshooting

This additional layer of visibility helps identify performance and customer

process—awareness, scope, diagnosis, remediation, and validation—
beyond performance issues to include customer experience metrics.
As noted in Step 1, while application performance troubleshooting
focuses on areas such as JavaScript errors, transaction errors, slow

experience issues, and make the connection between performance issues
and their effect on the customer experience. The idea is to know that
the 50% slowdown the app experienced led to a 20% increase in users
leaving the website and abandoning their shopping carts, for example.

page loads, and similar metrics, the customer experience team will
also want to focus on usage-related issues, including:

slowdown in app
performance led to
a 20% increase in
abandoned websites
and shopping carts
13
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Step 3: Optimize and iterate

Proactive monitoring 101: Is my app...

Once you’ve dealt with troubleshooting the issues that you surfaced in
Step 2, you’re ready to be proactive. This is where your team focuses
on iterative, proactive, and continuous optimization of your software’s

Performant

performance and the experience it delivers.

Is it running quickly and smoothly? Or is it
hanging and freezing and causing users
to abandon their cart?

Organizations that have adopted a DevOps approach will find this process very familiar. Integrating development and operations functions
helps both teams work more closely together, sharing responsibility
to speed development and continuously improve both performance
and customer experience. These short, rapid feedback and deployment
cycles are well suited for the kind of consistent iteration that leads to
great customer experiences.

Functional

The in-depth, end-to-end visibility gained in Step 1 is essential to improving the quality of your software and the customer experience. This is the

Is it working correctly? Can users put a
product into the shopping cart and check
out successfully? Are any processes broken?

point where your software begins getting better each week, and your
customers begin to enjoy a continuously improving experience.
To support your efforts, you’ll need a digital intelligence solution that
delivers historical insight into performance and usage trends and their
impact on the customer experiences. You’ll use that insight to iterate
and improve on
• Development and test cycles: Prevent issues from happening
by identifying problems before they reach production.

Available

• Launch readiness: Use load testing and simulated user testing
to better understand performance and identify resource require-

Is it up and running? Can users get to my site?

ments accurately.

14
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Step 4: Share the data and analysis
If creating great customer experiences really is a team sport, then it
makes sense that everyone on the team needs access to the data and

Giving product managers
the data they need

analysis required to do their particular jobs.
Everyone with a stake in your company’s digital experience needs to be

Bionic Advertising Systems provides a web-based platform that

able to easily see the relevant data and analyses, and be able to query

increases the efficiency of media buying and selling. It uses the

that directly to answer the questions that matter to them. As noted in

New Relic Digital Intelligence Platform to discover what users

Chapter 2, that group can include everyone from software developers to

like most about the Bionic application as well as how they want

operations, from customer service to product management, from sales

to interact with it.

and marketing to top execs.
“We’ve just started using New Relic to look at the application
Be prepared for surprises as the data becomes more widely available.

from a product management perspective—to find answers to

You’re turning on the lights to see more clearly the truth about the

questions like ‘What areas of the application are customers

customer experience you deliver. Enjoy the “aha” moments as people

using most?’, ‘What are they finding value in?’, and ‘Why aren’t

across the company begin to connect the dots and discover exactly how

they visiting these other areas of the application? Are they defi-

your software is running and how customers are using it.

cient in terms of functionality or design?’,” says John Swindell,
Bionic’s vice president of operations. “Getting insight into such
issues is already changing the conversations in the product
management area of our organization.”
Find out more about how Bionic improved the user experience
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How do you share data across
your company?
With so many different stakeholders involved with your customer
experience, how do you keep everyone on the same page? The business
moves quickly, so you need real-time data to stay up to date with the
latest launch or buying season—spreadsheets are already obsolete
by the time they get posted. But you also need historical data so that
you can track how things are moving up or down. And as the business
evolves, the KPIs evolve with it as new opportunities and challenges
are identified—you need a way to easily change and customize the
metrics the team is looking at.

Figure 2: A sample shared dashboard for content and media teams.

Check out these web-based dashboards with real-life metrics that
companies are using to understand their customer experience and
digital businesses across multiple functional teams (Figs. 1–3). They
update in real time while retaining historical data, and they can be
built and customized in minutes to meet the needs of every team. You
can think of it as the “digital nervous system for the digital business.”

Figure 3: A sample shared dashboard for e-commerce and retail teams.

Figure 1: A sample shared dashboard for digital business teams.
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A Platform for Understanding Digital
Customer Experience
What do you need to successfully implement this four-step methodology
for improving digital customer experience?
First, it takes a digital intelligence solution that delivers 360-degree,
end-to-end visibility into the performance of your websites and apps,
the customer experiences they deliver, and their effect on your business. Second, because delivering a great digital customer experience
is a team sport, your digital intelligence solution must provide that data
to everyone who needs it, when they need it, in the ways they need it.
Let’s take a closer look at what’s involved in every step, and how the
various elements of the New Relic Digital Intelligence Platform can help.

Figure 4: New Relic APM gives you visibility into how your application is performing

Start with application performance
monitoring

What is digital intelligence?

APM forms the basis for your digital customer experience improvements
Digital intelligence is a relatively new category of technology

by providing detailed, real-time performance metrics for your applications.

insights. In a nutshell, it’s about gathering data (billions of data

With an APM solution such as New Relic APM™ you can view application

points, actually) from your live production software and using it

performance down to specific lines of code, see how each service is

to change and improve the way your applications and business

connected, and get the info you need to resolve problems fast (Fig. 4).

run. While it includes Application Performance Management

And with New Relic Infrastructure™, you can even tie this application

(APM), digital intelligence is more than that; it’s full visibility

performance data together with context about your dynamic infrastructure

into performance, customer experience, and business metrics.

and containers for complete visibility across your entire stack.
But while your server-side application is a key lever influencing customer
experience, it alone doesn’t cover everything you need to know.

18
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Full visibility into single-page apps

New Relic Browser is built to provide full code visibility for web applications at every point in the delivery chain, with deep integration that

Whether you use AngularJS, React, Ember, Backbone.js, or a custom

helps frontend and backend developers collaborate more effectively.

app framework for your single-page app, New Relic Browser™ is designed

With New Relic Browser, you can see the reality of the user experience

to give you visibility into the impact of frontend performance on the

and know exactly what’s happening with actual user data, from how long

customer experience (Fig. 5). And because New Relic is framework

a page takes to load to understanding which errors occurred. You gain

agnostic, you’ll have visibility into your software no matter how frame-

actionable information that lets you create faster, more engaging digi-

work technologies change.

tal customer experiences.

Don’t forget mobile’s
particular requirements
Releasing a mobile app can be a leap of faith. The need for frequent
code releases and the dramatic impact of user ratings on downloads
can put extreme pressure on mobile teams. Yet once an app hits the
real world, developers often lose visibility into its performance. Does it
crash? Why does it crash? How are users interacting with it? What is its
resource consumption?
Designed to provide code-level visibility into mobile app behavior, New
Relic Mobile™ supplies the performance data you need to make sure

Figure 5: New Relic Browser helps you understand the real customer experience for your website.

Extend visibility into the frontend
with real user data
Client-side code running in the user’s web browser has been estimated
to be responsible for 90% of user wait load time. But there is often little
visibility into the user’s experience in the browser, especially with the
increased complexity of different frameworks for single-page apps.
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customers are having a great experience, including performance data
about networks and third-party services, crash diagnostics such as
stack traces and frequency trends, insight into HTTP errors, and much
more (Fig. 6). You can even track and analyze deployment trends to
make sure your app improves with each release.
But that’s not all— mobile app teams also need visibility into the full
technology stack, from the native app to the backend systems and
beyond to third-party services. The New Relic Digital Intelligence
Platform provides a holistic solution for mobile developers, backend
developers, and operations to monitor, manage, and improve the
end-to-end performance of mobile applications.

Figure 7: New Relic Synthetics lets you proactively find issues with your websites and mobile backend services.

Share a single source of truth

Generate synthetic traffic
so you’re never in the dark

One key to building and maintaining great digital customer experiences
is making the relevant data easily accessible to everyone in the company

The increasing importance of the digital customer experience to the

who needs it. Creating and disseminating a single source of truth helps all

success of the business puts software and IT teams under rising

stakeholders—developers and operations engineers, sales and marketing,

pressure to maintain specific service levels for customer-facing

product management, customer service, and executives—collaborate more

applications. But as software gets more complex, it becomes more

effectively and act quickly and uniformly.

difficult to make sure that critical application flows are available to
customers at all times. Relying on tracking only issues experienced by
real users may not reveal problems soon enough. Ideally, you want to

All the products in the New Relic’s Digital Intelligence Platform share a
powerful and easy-to-use analytics engine: New Relic Insights™, which is

know about any issues before they actually affect your customers.
New Relic Synthetics™ is designed to be an easy-to-use way to make sure
your website is up and your critical services and customer-facing transactions are available and working properly across different geographies
and platforms (Fig. 7). Proactive monitoring with New Relic Synthetics
simulates user behavior to help you validate availability, functionality, and
performance for continuous, last-mile monitoring of your application.

Figure 8: New Relic Insights dashboards let you analyze and share data across your teams.
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designed to provide a single pane of glass to view and analyze data sent

Delivering flowers and a great digital
experience

to New Relic from across the entire application stack (Fig. 8). New Relic
Insights makes it fast and easy to build a wide variety of dashboards to
help stakeholders better understand what customers are experiencing.
Just as important, Insights enables almost anyone to create queries
that answer key questions about application performance and customer

BloomThat is not your typical flower delivery service. The com-

experience—all in real time. Think of New Relic Insights as a common

pany delivers better-looking bouquets, with same-day delivery

playbook for the entire team.

by bicycle, often within 90 minutes.

Finally, underlying your digital experiences is your IT infrastructure,

Like its flowers, BloomThat’s engineering team aims to please

across on-premise, hybrid, cloud, and container environments. These

customers with a fresh, high-quality experience. “While New

services support all the other layers of your technology stack, and

Relic Browser gives us great insight into what users are experi-

issues here can bring down everything above. Critically, as these

encing in real time, we also wanted to be even more proactive,”

environments become more dynamic and complex, keeping track of

says Kevin Klein, BloomThat’s vice president of engineering.

infrastructure (in relation to the health of the rest of the stack) has become

“We want to know if something in production is broken before

even more important.

someone actually experiences it.”

New Relic Infrastructure provides real-time infrastructure health metrics

The BloomThat team used New Relic Synthetics to discover that

correlated to change events so you can identify and fix problems faster,

its SSL negotiation was taking up almost three-quarters of the

while inventory-wide visibility can help surface configuration vulner-

load time. “Thanks to New Relic Synthetics, we quickly changed
CDNs and moved things around,” says Klein. “We were able to
bring the load time down from about 500 milliseconds to about
20 milliseconds.”
Learn more about BloomThat’s frictionless customer experience

abilities in seconds instead of days or weeks (Fig. 9). These advanced
features help you improve ops efficiencies and reduce your company’s
risk exposure. With native support of a slew of AWS services, as well as
deep container and microservice data collection, New Relic Infrastructure is designed to make sure the DevOps teams delivering your compaFigure 9: New Relic Infrastructure can monitor health metrics against configuration changes in
dynamic environments.
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Conclusion: See More Clearly into
Your Digital Customer Experience
When every stakeholder in your company has a complete, real-time view

This visibility helps you fix problems before your customers even find

into what happens as customers use your software, everyone benefits.

them, and uncovers deep user insights that can then be shared across your

Your digital customer experience team can:

organization, connecting IT teams to their impact on your customers.

• Improve customer satisfaction and loyalty, help retain more cus-

Let’s check back in on Olivia. Your team at ZYX Mountaineering followed

tomers, and generate more incremental revenue from high-value

the four-step methodology and was able to find and fix the issues

customers.

that were negatively affecting her customer experience. Today, you’re

• Make better software and resource decisions, focusing efforts
on the areas that promise the biggest return.
• Foster collaboration across the team and across the organization

proactively monitoring and optimizing your websites and apps to
create the best possible digital customer experience and discover
and quickly resolve any issues that crop up.

as everyone has access to the data they need to contribute to the

So when Olivia returns to your website to shop for more climbing gear,

success of the software—and the business.

everything loads fast and error-free. She’s able to find and use the site’s

• Drive great business outcomes (more conversions, more customers, more brand awareness, better competitive advantage) by
better understanding and improving the customer experience.

Several days later, when she uses your mobile app to post a review
about the gear she bought, she finds it equally convenient and pleasant
to use. She posts a five-star rating.

Put simply, the New Relic Digital Intelligence Platform gives you end-to-end
visibility through all the different layers of your technology stack,
helping you see more clearly into the digital experience your websites
and mobile apps are providing to your customers.

new features to make the shopping and purchasing processes easy.

Improving your customer experience not only helped you gain a new
customer, you’ve created a brand advocate. Congratulations!
For more information on how New Relic can help you deliver a great digital
customer experience, visit
https://newrelic.com/solutions/digital-customer-experience.

About New Relic

New Relic is a leading digital intelligence company, delivering full-stack visibility and analytics with more than 14,000 paid business accounts. The New
Relic Digital Intelligence Platform provides actionable insights to drive digital business results. Companies of all sizes trust New Relic to monitor application and infrastructure performance so they can quickly resolve issues, and improve digital customer experiences. Learn more at newrelic.com.
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